
Sula’s sparkle

Magic Wand!

Please do share with us any photos of your Bingsters and their wands on our 
Facebook page (/bingbunny) or send them via the website to be featured in 
The Bingster Gallery: http://uk.bingbunny.com/bingster-gallery

We love to  
hear from  

you! Please use caution and your own good judgement about which 
steps your Bingster can safely be involved in. 

You will need: 
• Our star shaped template
• Enough cardboard to cut 2 complete stars
• Safety scissors
• Glue (or ‘goo’ as Bing would call it!)
• A rolled up piece of A4 paper 

(or a straw works well too)  
• Tin foil, glitter, sparkly bits, stickers, pens, 

or whatever your Bingsters love to 
decorate with! 

Instructions: 

1. Cut out the template we have given you.

2.  Use the template to draw around and cut out 
two stars from the cardboard. 

3.  Roll up your A4 piece of paper diagonally and 
secure in place with glue. Be careful that your 
Bingster doesn’t use too much glue, they will 
only need a little bit!   

4.  Take one of the stars, and stick the end of the 
rolled up paper onto the middle with some glue. 

5. Glue around the edge of the second star an 
    stick the two stars together.

6. Allow enough time to let them dry.

7.  The wand is ready for your Bingster to decorate 
any way they like! You can wrap the whole wand 
in tin foil and then start decorating, 
or you may decide to not add any tin foil and 
decorate straight onto the cardboard. We know 
that it will look fabulous whatever they do.

8.  Ta-daa! The wand is now ready to be used 
by your Bingster to turn you into a frog,  
a tree or whatever their imaginative heart’s 
desire.
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